Dedicating this book to Stan Ward is a testimony not only to him but also to what he meant to so many people whose lives he touched, particularly students. We begin this dedication with words from a cross section of his former students and colleagues:
"Stan taught me what it meant to be a professional geophysicist and how to survive in the academic world. It meant providing a stimulating environment with great projects and research funds for students. It meant setting the course and letting good students complete the journey. " "Stan had a marvelous ability to motivate his students and to involve them in every aspect of research. He made a point of involving them in the writing of proposals and then giving them wide responsibility for doing the research and reporting the results. He introduced them to key researchers in the field and to sponsors' representatives so that they very quickly became part of the much larger research effort. " "Stan dragged me kicking and screaming into electromagnetic theory (think 'Stratton'), and I am eternally grateful. The foundation instilled by Stan was so strong that I can drop the topic for a decade and come back to it as if I were still hanging out on the fourth floor of Hearst Mining. "
"Stan would basically push us students until we dropped. It was something he did to himself, and he expected no less from his students. " Stanley H. Ward was born in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, on January 16, 1923. He attended the University of Toronto, where he received B.S., M.S., and Ph. D. degrees in 1949, 1950, and 1952, respectively . During his bachelor's work (with honors) in engineering physics, he was taught by Arthur A. Brant, who continued to be one of Stan's mentors long after Brant left Toronto and headed the exploration group at Newmont Mining for three decades.
It was fitting that Stan followed Arthur Brant by 12 years in receiving SEG's most prestigious award, the Maurice Ewing Medal, in 2000. Stan's rise to the highest level of respect and recognition by his peers for "his distinguished contributions as a researcher in electrical geophysics, an educator of geophysics students, a disseminator of geophysical knowledge through publications and workshops, and a volunteer in professional societies" touched virtually everyone who practiced electromagnetic geophysics within the last 40 years.
In 1959, after a very successful stint with McPhar Geophysical in Canada, where he reportedly discovered seven ore bodies, Stan was spirited away from the corporate world to start a new academic program originally called Mineral Exploration, then Engineering Geoscience, at the University of California-Berkeley. The program seemed destined for obscurity, tucked away in the attic of the Hearst Mining Building in the Department of Material Science and Mineral Engineering. But soon it was one of the leading research groups in applied geophysics in the United States, with supporting funds from industry, NSF, and NASA for 20 to 30 graduate students. This was because of the vision and tenacity with which Stan attacked every undertaking. He also knew that to accomplish his lofty goals, he must offer exciting projects that would attract excited students.
Stan set the tone quickly on how he expected to interact with his students. One of us remembers his first day at Berkeley, when he encountered Stan while climbing the stairs to the Engineering Geoscience office. "Of course, I introduced myself and addressed him as Professor Ward. But Stan told me firmly that he was Stan, not Professor Ward."
This casualness disguised a very demanding side of Stan that students soon learned only too well. Every request to run another computer model, to crank out another equation, or to write a section for a report was an urgent necessity, enthusiastically filled, usually that night. Stan made all his student feels that what they were doing was the most important thing and that results were needed now. This required many infamous all-nighters at the computer center, because the 1960s and 1970s were the days of computer punch cards and many hours of turnaround time, long before fast desktop computers.
The student offices at Berkeley were spread throughout Hearst Mining Building's fourth floor; the actual floor was made of a hard cement product. So when Stan, who wore metal clips on his shoes, was approaching to "request" the latest all-nighter, everyone could hear him coming. No one knew whom he was heading toward, so it always caused tense expectation when the "Click, click, click" of his shoes grew closer.
The story was always the same: "It's of absolutely critical importance for this or that project, proposal, meeting, etc., that such-in-such be done immediately. Can you have it on my desk in the morning?"
No one questioned Stan. Justification was in the funding for every single student in the Engineering Geoscience group. Those were funds that Stan tirelessly sought for such exciting projects as the first radar sounding system to orbit the moon, developing the response of new airborne electromagnetic (EM) systems for mineral exploration, new filtering schemes for gravity and magnetic data, some of the first multidimensional EM modeling and inversion algorithms, and a new description of complex electrical properties for rocks.
Stan had an uncanny knack for anticipating new directions in applied geophysics before almost everyone else and for obtaining funds to get his students in on the ground floor. Many times, the same geophysical principles were extended and applied to new directions. First it was the mining application, then the oil business, then groundwater, then the space program, then geothermal, and so on.
Always, whatever the focus, all of Stan's students believed that what they were doing was the most important thing. Stan was that convincing; no questions were asked. One could say that Stan was the ultimate hustler in the way he handled students, but that does not give justice to his intellect or his ability to provide such an exciting environment.
Stan's major legacy and true success are found in the many students in whom he instilled an unmatched professional enthusiasm and work ethic. He expected a lot, and he rewarded his students appropriately. He supervised M.S. degrees for 42 students and Ph.D.s for 23. Many of those people now hold prominent positions in industry, academia, and government.
Stan liked to party, and his rewards for his students included frequent parties, poolside at his home in the Berkeley hills. The parties were always well attended and were the source of many humorous stories that many us still share.
Stan also entertained many prominent visitors who came to the relatively small Engineering Geoscience group. Sometimes this took on a formal venue such as holding workshops, e.g., on airborne magnetics or induced polarization. Such workshops became a trademark for Stan then and in later years.
At Berkeley, Stan managed to find the time to begin a long, active association with SEG. Besides the Maurice Ewing Medal, he received honorary membership in 1982. He served as vice president in 1961-1962 and second vice president in 1983-1985 , and he was an associate editor of GEOPHYSICS for six years and editor for two years.
Stan is perhaps best known for his many technical publications, which number 136 in refereed journals. Surely everyone who has studied EM geophysics has consulted the 350 pages that Stan authored or coauthored in SEG's Mining Geophysics, Volume I, in 1965. And surely they have checked some of the mathematics in the 180 pages he coauthored with Jerry Hohmann in the 1988 SEG publication Electromagnetic Methods in Applied GeophysicsTheory, Volume 1. The 1965 publication was so influential in Stan's teaching in the early years that students referred to it simply as "the mining volume."
In 1970, Stan began a new challenge when he accepted the chairmanship of the Department of Geology and Geophysics at the University of Utah. He parlayed the department into prominence and national ranking. His main goal was to lead an integrated geology and geophysics faculty and to encourage more integrated research projects.
To achieve those ends, he formed the Earth Science Laboratory in the University of Utah Research Institute in 1977. To staff the laboratory, he took advantage of the almost complete layoff of research personnel from Anaconda and Kennecott exploration companies in Salt Lake City. The Earth Science Laboratory had a broad range of earth-science disciplines, with integrated teams to solve exploration problems. Now known as the Energy and Geoscience Institute, it still maintains a major focus on geothermal research, a direction that Stan began aggressively in the 1970s with DOE support.
At the University of Utah, Stan culminated a research effort he had begun at Berkeley that was possibly his most successful research endeavor. This was the forming of a multidisciplinary team with NASA and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory that eventually orbited a radar sounding system around the moon on Apollo 17 in 1972 and later interpreted the data.
At Utah, Stan continued his pyramid system of teaching and mentoring. New students resided at the bottom of the pyramid, and he was at the top. Immediately beneath him were the more senior students. He used this system with much success at both Berkeley and Utah, and he augmented it by hiring former students to join the faculty at both universities. Stan also used postdoctoral and adjunct-professor positions to enhance his research goals. Names of the prominent scientists who spent sabbaticals or leaves at Berkeley and Utah read like a Who's Who in applied geophysics.
In Stan's system, the decisions and funding initiatives resided with him. The majority of the mentoring was between students, by other faculty members, and with the research staff, including visitors.
The environment he created was always dynamic, with the latest ideas being tested and applied. For example, Stan's Berkeley students immediately used the fast Fourier transform algorithm just after it was published in the 1960s. In the 1970s, his Utah group pioneered the early development and implementation of inversion techniques in EM methods. Stan's academic career paralleled the development of computer technology, and his groups were always ahead of the curve in creating and applying the latest innovations.
Stan Ward retired from his formal academic career in 1989 after 20 years at the University of Utah. He took up residence at Anacortes, Washington, where his powerboat was docked. He was an accomplished navigator who enjoyed cruising among Washington's San Juan Islands with his wife, Shirley.
Even in retirement, Stan maintained his longtime associations with several international companies, mainly in the mining business. Stan and Shirley had planned to move to Tucson, Arizona, where he was still active at the University of Arizona as an adjunct professor at the time of his death on July 23, 2002. Shirley, whom we all remember for her devotion to Stan and her special caring nature, died shortly thereafter.
Stan Ward left a legacy of former students-and students of former students-who are found in every corner of geophysics. But Ward's book almost did not happen at all, at least as an SEG publication. When the time came for final approval by the SEG executive committee in early 1990, the organization's budget was tight from the oil-business bust of the late 1980s. Resistance arose among members of the executive committee, who asked, "Who in the world would buy this book?" I was then in my first year as SEG editor and was on the executive committee. For a while, I thought I might have to agree to purchase several hundred copies myself to obtain the necessary votes for approval. Less than a year later, when the book began to turn a profit, I had the luxury of saying, "I told you so!" Both SEG and near-surface geophysics have come a long way in the nearly two decades since much of the original work published in Ward's volume was performed. SEG regularly has a near-surface geophysicist on the executive committee. The Near-Surface Geophysics Section of SEG and the Environmental and Engineering Geophysical Society (EEGS) were both formed in the early 1990s. Groundpenetrating radar (GPR), one of the staples of modern environmental geophysics, is barely mentioned in Ward's three volumes, with only a single paper devoted primarily to the topic.
In contrast, this volume, Near-Surface Geophysicsassembled through the efforts of volume editor Dwain Butler and the many authors and volunteer reviewers-contains a major chapter on GPR concepts and fundamentals and several papers in which GPR is the primary geophysical tool.
Both this book and Ward's represent a snapshot in time of the state of the art of near-surface geophysics. Each presents review, tutorial, and theoretical material as well as a substantial number of international case histories, and as such is a valuable, long-term contribution to the literature.
Through efforts such as this volume, our generation and succeeding generations of near-surface geophysicists will assure that exploring the earth with geophysical methods will persist long after the last barrel of oil has been pumped from the ground.
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